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Abstract The combined effects of shade and drought on

plant performance and the implications for species inter-

actions are highly debated in plant ecology. Empirical

evidence for positive and negative effects of shade on the

performance of plants under dry conditions supports two

contrasting theoretical models about the role of shade

under dry conditions: the trade-off and the facilitation

hypotheses. We performed a meta-analysis of field and

greenhouse studies evaluating the effects of drought at two

or more irradiance levels on nine response variables

describing plant physiological condition, growth, and sur-

vival. We explored differences in plant response across

plant functional types, ecosystem types and methodological

approaches. The data were best fit using quadratic models

indicating a humped-back shape response to drought along

an irradiance gradient for survival, whole plant biomass,

maximum photosynthetic capacity, stomatal conductance

and maximal photochemical efficiency. Drought effects

were ameliorated at intermediate irradiance, becoming

more severe at higher or lower light levels. This general

pattern was maintained when controlling for potential

variations in the strength of the drought treatment among

light levels. Our quantitative meta-analysis indicates that

dense shade ameliorates drought especially among

drought-intolerant and shade-tolerant species. Wet tropical

species showed larger negative effects of drought with

increasing irradiance than semiarid and cold temperate

species. Non-linear responses to irradiance were stronger

under field conditions than under controlled greenhouse

conditions. Non-linear responses to drought along the

irradiance gradient reconciliate opposing views in plant

ecology, indicating that facilitation is more likely within

certain range of environmental conditions, fading under

deep shade, especially for drought-tolerant species.

Keywords Competition � Facilitation � Interactive

factors � Light � Trade-off � Water
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gs Stomatal conductance

LCP Light compensation point

RGR Relative growth rate

R:S Root:shoot ratio

SLA Specific leaf area

Wp Predawn leaf/shoot water potential

Introduction

Plant species distribution and vegetation dynamics along

environmental gradients are strongly driven by interspe-

cific differences in resource uptake efficiency and tolerance

to various stresses. Because levels of different resources

often change simultaneously along spatial and temporal

gradients, understanding the combined effects of multiple

resource and stress levels on plant performance is of piv-

otal importance for the development of theoretical models

in plant ecology as well as for predicting the effects of

environmental change (Bazzaz 1979; Grime 1979; Huston

1994; Lavorel and Garnier 2002; Valladares and Niinemets

2008).

Light and water are key resources for plant growth and

survival, and their interacting effects can shape the nature

of plant–plant interactions in a wide range of terrestrial

ecosystems. In nature, water and light levels are often

negatively correlated. Dense canopies resulting from high

plant production reduce irradiance in the understory of wet

ecosystems, whereas low plant cover allows high light

availability in dry systems (Givnish 1986; Huston 1994;

Larcher 2003). Nevertheless, dry and shady conditions can

occur simultaneously during dry periods in dense forests

(Veenendaal et al. 1996) as well as under compact shrub

architectures in deserts (Forseth et al. 2001; Tracol et al.

2011). How plants respond to the combination of light and

water limitation has puzzled plant physiologists and ecol-

ogists for decades. Under limiting light and water avail-

abilities, plant photosynthesis and carbon gain are lower,

negatively affecting osmotic regulation and water use

efficiency (Aranda et al. 2007). More generally, the trade-

off hypothesis (Smith and Huston 1989) states that plants

face a trade-off between drought and shade tolerances as a

result of the contrasting structural and physiological

adaptations required for tolerance to low levels of each of

these resources separately. This hypothesis assumes that

under dry conditions plants allocate relatively more bio-

mass to roots than to aboveground structures. As a result,

the ratio of respiring biomass to photosynthesizing biomass

increases, increasing the light levels necessary to keep a

positive carbon balance. High irradiance is expected to

enhance photosynthetic rates during the active hours of the

day and compensate in this way for the reductions in sto-

matal conductance under dry conditions. The trade-off

hypothesis predicts therefore that plants become less tol-

erant to shade under dry conditions. Similarly, plants are

expected to be less tolerant to drought in shady environ-

ments (Smith and Huston 1989). These predictions are

expected to hold not only within a population but also

across populations, and species, and have been used to

explain temporal and spatial changes in species distribu-

tions along environmental gradients (Huston 1994).

However, in a wide variety of ecosystems where plants

are exposed to water and thermal stress, shade usually

enhances plant growth and survival (Holmgren et al. 1997;

Callaway 2007; Gómez-Aparicio 2009; and citations

therein). Shading reduces air and leaf temperatures pre-

venting overheating (Turner et al. 1966; Franco and Nobel

1989) and reducing transpirational demands, particularly

under dry conditions (Geiger 1965; Larcher 2003). In

nature, plants may promote growth and survival of other

plants under their crowns through different mechanisms

leading to positive effects on plant water conditions. Plant

canopies change environmental conditions in various ways,

especially in dry ecosystems. Under a plant canopy, air and

soil temperatures are cooler, reducing evapo-transpiration

and often maintaining moisture in air and soils. Improved

soil water infiltration and sometimes also plant hydraulic

lift can further contribute to moister soils under shade.

Indeed, amelioration of abiotic stress is thought to be one

of the most significant mechanisms to explain facilita-

tive interactions in a wide range of plant communities

where plants grow and survive better under the shade of

other plants (Holmgren et al. 1997; Callaway 2007;

Gómez-Aparicio 2009).

In an influential paper, Bertness and Callaway (1994)

suggested that facilitative interactions explained by ame-

lioration of abiotic stress could in fact be expected to

increase under more stressful conditions. In plant commu-

nities, this stress gradient hypothesis (SGH; Bertness and

Callaway 1994) implies that the shade of neighbouring

plants is expected to increasingly ameliorate drought stress

as conditions become drier. Numerous papers have tested

this prediction with contrasting outcomes maintaining an

ongoing debate in plant ecology on the relative role of

neighbouring individuals along stress and productivity gra-

dients (Maestre et al. 2009). Particularly debatable is the role

of shade at very dry conditions. Although the effect of nurse

plants on microclimatic conditions is often positive for

plants in the understory, competition for soil moisture may

work in the opposite direction. As a result, the net effect of

nurse plants on water conditions may be neutral or actually

become negative under very dry conditions (Aguiar and Sala

1994; Kitzberger et al. 2000; Tielbörger and Kadmon 2000;

Maestre and Cortina 2004; Valladares et al. 2008).
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Experimental studies have provided evidence for both

the ecophysiological trade-off hypothesis (Aranda et al.

2005, 2007; Valladares and Pearcy 2002; Valladares

et al. 2005) and for the increased facilitation under

increasing stress hypothesis (Holmgren 2000; Quero et al.

2006, 2008). Evidence in support for each of these

apparently disparate theoretical models may be due to a

number of different reasons. For instance, discrepancies

can result from differences in the ranges of irradiance

and water availability evaluated (Aranda et al. 2005), the

type of response variables monitored (Quero et al. 2006,

2008), and the particular plant communities, species

(Prider and Facelli 2004) or even phenotypes within

species (Valladares et al. 2005) studied in each case.

Clearly, a great difficulty in the search for general pat-

terns has been the inherent complexity of a problem that

scales physiological and biomass allocation mechanisms

at the plant level to demographic and ecological conse-

quences within populations and communities. The type of

experiments and observations needed to approach those

problems are clearly different in scale. Moreover, the

type of evidence that can be obtained is different.

Although extraordinarily difficult, greenhouse experi-

ments can aim to maintain soil water conditions constant

at increasing irradiance levels and compare the inde-

pendent effects of water and light on physiological

mechanisms and growth patterns (Sack and Grubb 2002).

But under field conditions, this is practically impossible

to achieve since as explained earlier water and light

conditions are not independent in nature. Nevertheless,

field experiments can assess the ecological consequences

of different irradiance levels under a range of water

conditions realizing that may be an uncontrollable inter-

action between them.

Understanding the conditions under which each of these

theoretical models applies is not only relevant for the

development of ecological theory but also has far reaching

consequences for our predictions of the impact of increased

drought on plant communities resulting from global cli-

mate change (Valladares and Niinemets 2008), and for our

capacity for ecosystem restoration under unfavourable

environmental conditions (Gómez-Aparicio et al. 2004,

2005; Gómez-Aparicio 2009). In this paper, we assess the

relative role of shade on plant performance under dry

conditions using a selection of published field and green-

house studies where the interactive effects of light and

water availability have been directly measured. This is a

first large-scale numerical exploration of a pivotal problem

that has been approached by numerous case studies. This

meta-analysis aims to provide the empirical evidence

supporting general emerging patterns and to highlight the

current shortcomings in our understanding of key com-

munity ecology processes.

Materials and methods

Data collection

We searched observational and experimental studies that

evaluated plant performance under two levels of water

availability and two or more light levels in a full factorial

design. Searches were conducted in ISI Web of Science

(1945–2008) using the following keywords: (light or irra-

diance or shad*) and (water availability or water addition or

drought or irrigation or rainfall or precipitation). In addi-

tion, we included those studies cited within the reference

lists of the papers gathered. We decided not to include

studies providing information on plant performance at only

one light level because we wanted to focus our review on

those studies explicitly designed to test water-light inter-

actions. We considered studies conducted both under con-

trolled conditions (e.g. greenhouse, growth chambers) and

in the field. Because our objective was to explore drought

effects along a gradient of light conditions (see ‘‘Data

analysis’’ below), only studies that provided quantitative

information on light levels were considered. The search

from 2,274 papers yielded 65 suitable published studies that

were grouped in 9 different datasets, depending on the

plant performance estimator quantified: survival, whole-

plant biomass, relative growth rate (RGR), root:shoot ratio,

specific leaf area (SLA), maximum photosynthetic capacity

(Amax), stomatal conductance (gs), light compensation point

(LCP), and maximum photochemical efficiency of photo-

system II (Fv/Fm) (see Appendices S1 to S9 in Supporting

Information). In cases where the light and water treatments

were crossed with additional treatments that implied

explicit manipulation of the environment (e.g. fertiliser

addition), we included only the ambient treatment. For each

case, we recorded (if available) any information provided

by the authors indicative of the strength of the drought

treatment at each light level (i.e. predawn leaf/shoot water

potential, gravimetric/volumetric soil water content). When

articles involved several species, each species was treated

as a separate study. We decided to include several studies

from the same paper because, although it tends to reduce the

overall heterogeneity in effect sizes, excluding multiple

results from a paper can underestimate effect sizes

(Gurevitch and Hedges 1999; Karst et al. 2008). When data

were only reported in graphical form, we used the data-

grabbing software TechDig v.2.0 (Jones 1998) to obtain the

quantitative information.

Data analysis

We used two different measures of effect size: the odds

ratio metric for categorical data (survival), and the
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response ratio for continuous data (the eight remaining

morphological and physiological variables). Survival data

were summarised in a 2 9 2 contingency table, with col-

umns representing treatments (high water vs. low water

availability) and rows the possible outcomes (alive vs.

dead). An odds ratio (OR) metric was obtained for each

study, calculated as the ratio of the odds of survival under

low water availability (experimental treatment) to the odds

of survival under high water availability (control treat-

ment). Because there were some studies where all indi-

viduals survived or died, and this could produce odds ratio

values that require division by 0, the odds ratio were cal-

culated adding 1 to the number of individuals in each

category for every study (Hyatt et al. 2003; Maestre et al.

2005). Studies where survival was measured in units other

than percentages (e.g. number of days until death; Sack

2004) were not included in the analysis due to the impos-

sibility of calculating the OR. Values of the natural log of

the odds ratio [ln(OR)] higher than 0 indicate a positive

drought effect on performance, whereas values lower than

0 indicate a negative effect of drought. The effect size of

drought for the eight continuous performance estimators

was calculated using the natural log of the response ratio

[ln(RR)] and its associated variance (vlnRR). The estimate

of ln(RR) and vlnRR for each study is based on means, SDs,

and replicate numbers for control and treatments (Hedges

et al. 1999). As for odds ratios, positive ln(RR) values

indicate positive drought effects and negative values neg-

ative drought effects on plant performance.

The effect of drought along the light gradient was first

assessed for each of the nine entire datasets using weighted

regressions (Rosenberg et al. 2000). For analyses purposes,

light availability was expressed in a percentage scale.

Although in absolute terms a given light percentage does

not necessarily represent the same light quantity in systems

differing in latitude or altitude, we consider that a relative

scale is adequate to compare the response of species that

naturally occur under different ranges of light availability

(e.g. arid species vs. tropical species). Thus, independently

of the absolute levels, 100% would represent the light that

reaches an open microsite in each study case, and therefore

the maximum light quantity that a species can receive at

that site. Both linear and quadratic regressions were fit to

account for non-linearity in the response, and the best

model chosen using the Akaike Information Criterion

corrected for small sample sizes (AICc). The absolute

magnitude of the differences in AICc between alternate

models provides an objective measure of the strength of

empirical support for competing models (Burnham and

Anderson 2002). The model with the strongest empirical

support has the lowest AICc, and thus DAICc = 0. Models

with DAICc between 0 and 2 are considered to have

equivalent empirical support, models with DAICc = 2–10

are considered to have considerably less empirical support,

and models with DAICc [ 10 are considered to have

essentially no empirical support (Burnham and Anderson

2002). To control for the fact that our meta-analytical

approach does not explicitly take into account the potential

consequences of a variation in the drought strength among

light levels, we conducted additional analyses for the

subset of studies that provided quantitative information

on the water status of plants (predawn leaf/shoot water

potential, Wp) or soils (soil water content, SWC). In

these analyses, the lnRR of Wp (in the case of Amax, gs and

Fv/Fm) or SWC (for the rest of performance estimators)

was included as a covariate.

For those performance estimators for which an effect of

light was detected (i.e. the AICc of the linear and/or qua-

dratic regressions was lower than the AICc of a null model

that assumes no variation of drought effects with light), we

explored the possibility of differences among groups of

studies. Differential responses were considered to exist

when a model that differentiated among groups (i.e. cal-

culate different sets of parameters for each group) gave a

more likely explanation of the data (i.e. lower AICc) than a

model fit to all data combined. Groups of studies were

created according to five different grouping variables:

approach (i.e. controlled conditions vs. field study); eco-

system type or biome (i.e. semiarid, cold temperate, dry

tropical, wet tropical); species leaf habit (i.e. winter

deciduous vs. evergreen); species drought tolerance (i.e.

intolerant vs. tolerant) and species shade tolerance (i.e.

intolerant vs. tolerant). The semiarid category was used in

broad sense to include different types of water-limited

ecosystems (arid, semiarid, Mediterranean). For indoor

controlled experiments, biome refers to the geographic area

where the target species occurs in nature. Species were

assigned to the different drought and shade tolerance

groups based on the information provided by the authors in

the reviewed papers and, when necessary, on additional

published information about the ecological requirements of

the species. Classifications in these two groups applied

primarily to seedlings and saplings (following Niinemets

and Valladares 2006). Only woody species were consid-

ered for the comparisons among leaf habits and drought/

shade tolerances.

The possibility of publication bias (i.e. the greater pos-

sibility of publishing significant results) was tested by

calculating the Rosenthal’s fail-safe number, that is, the

number of studies with an effect size of zero that would be

necessary to add to the meta-analysis to reduce the sig-

nificance level of the observed mean to 0.05 (Rosenthal

1979). Funnel plots were also used as a graphical method to

assess publication bias, and Spearman rank correlation tests

were conducted to analyse the relationship between the

standardised effect size and the standardised variance
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across studies (Borenstein et al. 2009). Significance of this

test indicates that larger effect sizes are more likely to

be published than smaller effects (Begg and Mazumdar

1994). Analyses were conducted using MetaWin v.2.0

(Rosenberg et al. 2000) and JMP v.7.0 (SAS Institute,

Cary, NC).

Results

Overall patterns

The number of experimental cases extracted for each of the

nine response variables ranged between 29 and 136

(Table 1). We found evidence for variation in the effect of

drought along the light gradient in 5 of the 9 variables

(survival, whole plant biomass, Amax, gs and Fv/Fm; Fig. 1;

Appendices S1–S9). Moreover, in all these cases, the

quadratic model was a better fit to the data (i.e. lower

AICc) than the linear model. The same result was found for

the subsets of studies for which a measure of the drought

strength (i.e. Wp or SWC) was included as a covariate in

the analyses (Appendix S10). Therefore, we can assume

that potential variations in the drought strength among light

levels do not substantially affect the conclusions reached in

this study. For 4 of these 5 variables (all but biomass), the

negative effect of drought was maximum in the extremes of

the light gradient, and minimum at intermediate light lev-

els. For biomass, on the contrary, the negative effect of

drought was ameliorated at the extremes of the light gra-

dient, especially at the low-light extreme. The null (mean)

model was the best fit for RGR, root:shoot ratio, SLA

and LCP, indicating no variation in the effect of drought

along the light gradient for these performance estimators

(Fig. 1).

Among-group comparisons

Survival

The fit of the statistical models to the empirical data

improved substantially when studies were grouped

according to two of the five grouping variables: approach

and species shade tolerance (Appendix S11). The non-lin-

ear survival response to irradiance was strong under field

conditions but very weak under controlled conditions. The

effect of drought on the survival of shade-intolerant species

showed a clear humped-back shape, varying from almost

neutral effects at intermediate light levels to large negative

effects at both extremes of the light gradient. In contrast,

the survival of shade-tolerant species was strongly and

negatively affected by drought throughout the whole light

gradient (Fig. 2).

Table 1 Model selection statistics (Akaike’s Information Criterion values; AICc) for three candidate models describing the variation of the

drought effect along the light gradient

Variable n AICc R2 Parameters

Null Linear Polynomial Intercept Linear term Quadratic term

Survival 92 344.4 343.3 340.5 0.07 -1.460

(-1.678, -1.242)

0.028 (0.014, 0.042) -0.00033 (-0.00051, -0.00019)

Biomass 115 500.4 487.7 484.1 0.15 -0.131

(-0.180, -0.082)

-0.013

(-0.015, -0.011)

0.00016 (0.00013, 0.00019)

RGR 91 296.3 297.9 299.9

Root:shoot ratio 46 196.2 197.2 198.8

SLA 136 447.3 448.7 450.1

Amax 107 568.7 567.8 559.4 0.11 -0.519

(-0.588, -0.450)

0.018 (0.016, 0.020) -0.00025 (-0.0027, -0.00023)

gs 103 530.2 529.2 522.8 0.10 -0.785

(-0.858, -0.712)

0.017 (0.013, 0.021) -0.00022 (-0.00024, -0.00020)

LCP 29 114.4 116.7 117.3

Fv/Fm 34 105.1 105.1 91.6 0.36 -0.074

(-0.096, -0.052)

0.003 (0.002, 0.004) -0.00002 (-0.00002, -0.00002)

The alternative models were fitted for each performance estimator using maximum likelihood methods. The best fitting model (i.e. lower AICc) is

shown in italics. Goodness of fit (R2) and parameter values (mean and 95% CI) are given for the best models. n number of experimental cases.

Plant performance estimators were survival, whole-plant biomass, relative growth rate RGR, Root:shoot biomass ratio, specific leaf area SLA,

maximum net photosynthetic rate Amax, stomatal conductance gs, light compensation point LCP, predawn water potential Wp and maximum

photochemical efficiency of photosystem II Fv/Fm
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Biomass

The response to drought along the light gradient varied

among ecosystem types, species drought tolerance, and

species shade tolerance, but not among leaf habits

(Appendix S11). Differences among field and greenhouse

studies were not explored due to the low sample size of

field studies (only 2 of 115). Wet tropical species showed

in general larger negative effects of drought, especially at

high light (Fig. 3). Drought effects on biomass of drought-

tolerant species varied from almost neutral to largely

negative with increasing light availability, whereas

drought-intolerant species showed large negative responses

independently of the light level. Shade-intolerant species

showed much stronger non-linear responses to the light

gradient than shade-tolerant species.
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Fig. 1 Mean drought effect size (lnOR for survival, lnRR for

continuous variables) along irradiance gradients for a survival,

b biomass, c relative growth rate (RGR), d root:shoot ratio, e specific

leaf area (SLA), f maximum net photosynthetic rate (Amax), g stomatal

conductance (gs), h light compensation point (LCP), and i maximum

photochemical efficiency of photosystem II (Fv/Fm). Regression lines
are shown for significant models only. Dotted lines indicate zero

effect sizes
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those grouping variables for

which differences among

groups were detected are shown

(see Appendix S11). Dotted
lines indicate zero effect sizes
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Maximum net photosynthetic rate (Amax)

Grouping studies clearly improved the fit of the statistical

models for all but one (species drought tolerance) of the

five grouping variables tested (Appendix S11). We found a

humped-back response of drought effects to light avail-

ability under controlled greenhouse conditions but not in

the field, and in cold temperate but not in semiarid eco-

systems (Fig. 4). Drought effects on Amax of evergreen

species varied from almost neutral to largely negative with

increasing light availability, whereas winter deciduous

species showed large negative responses independently of

the light level. Regarding species shade tolerance, negative

drought effects became stronger with light availability for

shade-tolerant species, whereas the response of shade-

intolerant species was of lower magnitude and more

independent of the light level.

Stomatal conductance (gs)

The response to drought along the light gradient varied

among type of approach, species leaf habit, and species

shade tolerance, but not among biomes or species drought

tolerance (Appendix S11). A stronger non-linear response

was found in greenhouse than in field studies (Fig. 5). As

for Amax, drought effects showed a non-linear response to

light in evergreen species, but were rather independent of

the light level in deciduous species. The effect of drought

on stomatal conductance of shade-intolerant species

showed a clear humped-back shape, varying from almost

neutral effects at intermediate light levels to large negative

effects at both extremes of the light gradient. In contrast,

conductance of shade-tolerant species was strongly nega-

tively affected by drought throughout the whole light gra-

dient (Fig. 5).

Maximal photochemical efficiency (Fv/Fm)

Models differentiating among groups never showed a better

fit to the data than models that grouped all species together.

This failure to find among-group differences could be

influenced by the low number of studies that measured this

physiological variable, which limits the power of the

analyses.

Assessment of publication bias

Fail-safe numbers tended to be large compared to the

number of cases included in the meta-analyses. Rosenthal

(1979) suggested that if the fail-safe number was larger

than 5 times the sample size plus 10, it was safe to con-

clude that results were robust regarding publication bias.

This was true for all variables except for root:shoot ratio,

SLA and LCP (survival fail-safe number = 16,847.7;

biomass = 37,148.7; RGR = 11,189.5; root:shoot ratio =

124.1; SLA = 0; Amax = 35,303.3; gs = 82,433.1; LCP =

88.1; Fv/Fm = 317.8). Scatter plots of effect size against

sample size of the nine datasets (not shown) exhibited a

typical funnel shape, indicating that studies with small

sample sizes (and generally low precision) showed a larger

scatter around the true effect value than studies with larger

sample sizes (and higher precision). Accordingly, the

Spearman’s rank correlation tests between effect size and

variance were not significant for most performance esti-

mators, all but survival and root:shoot ratio (Rs = 0.35,

P = 0.0005 for survival; Rs = -0.14, P = 0.22 for

(c) Shade tolerance
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tolerance (intolerant vs. tolerant). Only those grouping variables for

which differences among groups were detected are shown (see

Appendix S11). Dotted lines indicate zero effect sizes
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biomass; Rs = -0.01, P = 0.91 for RGR; Rs = -0.40,

P = 0.004 for root:shoot ratio; Rs = 0.03, P = 0.68 for

SLA; Rs = -0.06, P = 0.54 for Amax; Rs = -0.14,

P = 0.13 for gs; Rs = 0.04, P = 0.84 for LCP; Rs =

-0.20, P = 0.26 for Fv/Fm). Overall, these results suggest

that there was little publication bias in the studies included

in the review and that the meta-analyses outputs were

robust.

Discussion

Our results indicate that the interactive effects of light and

water availability on plant performance tend to be non-

linear with the negative effects of drought being lower at

intermediate irradiance conditions and becoming more

severe at higher or lower light levels. This general pattern

was maintained when controlling for potential variations in

the strength of the drought treatment among light levels.

This humped-back shape response to drought along the

irradiance gradient reconciliates contrasting views arising

from ecophysiological (Holmgren 2000; Sack and Grubb

2002; Valladares and Pearcy 2002; Aranda et al. 2005;

Quero et al. 2006) and plant–plant interactions studies

(Smith and Huston 1989; Bertness and Callaway 1994;

Holmgren et al. 1997; Maestre et al. 2009). Non-linear

patterns of drought effects on plant performance along the

irradiance gradient suggest that the positive effects of

shade are more likely at intermediate light levels, and can

be lost under deep shade. The stronger negative effects of

drought at very low irradiance are congruent with the

expectations of a trade-off between shade and drought

tolerance at very low light levels. Our results also indicate

that this loss of the positive influence of a canopy is more

likely to occur in species that are relatively tolerant to high

light and dry conditions, while shade-tolerant and drought-

intolerant plants are very sensitive to dry conditions and are

more commonly facilitated by a canopy over a larger

gradient of shade levels. To fully appreciate how our

results contribute to understand the interactive effects of

water and light, we discuss in the following sections how

sensitive plant traits, species and plant functional groups

are to drought effects along different irradiance levels, and

explain how these results contribute to reconcile contrast-

ing views in ecological models.

Which plant traits are more sensitive to combined

shade-drought?

Our quantitative synthesis shows that plant survival and

several physiological variables related to stomatal and

photosynthetic activity (Amax, gs, Fv/Fm) are very sensitive

to the interactive effects of light and water availability. For

these estimators of plant performance, the negative effects

of drought tend to be lower at intermediate irradiance

conditions (Fig. 1).

At high irradiance levels, lower air humidity reduces

stomatal conductance, which, in combination with high air

temperatures, can strongly decrease photosynthetic rates

and can eventually damage the photosynthetic apparatus,
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especially in dry soils (Valladares et al. 2005). Shade

ameliorates these negative effects of drought but only to a

certain extent. Controlled greenhouse experiments have

demonstrated that combined limiting light and water con-

ditions can directly reduce plant photosynthesis, reducing

potential carbon gain, and negatively affecting osmotic

regulation and water use efficiency (Aranda et al. 2007). In

nature, water deficit could actually worsen under the very

low light conditions found under dense canopies. Although

plant canopies often generate cooler and moister atmo-

spheres beneath them, which ameliorate plant water stress,

their impact on soil water conditions is variable. Soil water

availability in the understory results from mechanisms

acting in opposite directions with a net result that is not

easily predictable (Joffre and Rambal 1993; Larcher 2003).

Lower evaporative demands (Breshears et al. 1998),

improved soil water infiltration (Joffre and Rambal 1988),

active hydraulic lift (Dawson 1993; Zou et al. 2005) and

canopy dripping (Breshears et al. 1997) can all have

positive effects on soil water availability in the understory.

However, canopy interception can reduce the amount of

water reaching the soil (Pressland 1973) and root compe-

tition for water can make understories drier than open

patches (Abrams and Mostoller 1995; Valladares and

Pearcy 2002). These negative effects on water availability

can potentially override the positive ones and aggravate the

effects of drought (Aguiar and Sala 1994; Kitzberger et al.

2000; Tielbörger and Kadmon 2000; Valladares et al.

2008). We found stronger non-linear effects of drought on

plant survival in field than in greenhouse studies. Drought

conditions may not only be more severe under field con-

ditions but the duration of drought may be longer, which

increases the probability of finding strong negative effects

on survival at increasing irradiance.

We found the effects of drought on plant morphology

and allometry (e.g. root:shoot ratio, SLA) to be less sensi-

tive to changes in light conditions than the physiological

and survival responses. Previous comparisons between

physiological and structural responses to drought report

comparable results (Quero et al. 2006, 2008). Although

proportionally higher biomass allocation to roots and

smaller and thicker leaves can potentially enhance accli-

mation to dry conditions, we found the effects of drought to

be highly variable on both the root:shoot biomass ratio and

the specific leaf area, and to be unaffected by changing

light conditions. A plausible explanation may be found on

how drought treatments were experimentally imposed. If

drought treatments were applied by withholding water after

a relatively long initial period of optimal water supply (as it

was in several of the papers included in the review), plant

morphology may become rather unresponsive for the

remaining experimental time. In general, we found stronger

coupling between physiological condition and survival than

between those and plant morphology at the seedling stage.

How do species differ in their response to drought

under different irradiance levels?

Species stress tolerance is an important aspect that may

affect the way plants respond to drought at increasing

irradiance levels. In general, species shade and drought

tolerance are inversely correlated (Niinemets and Vallad-

ares 2006; but see Engelbrecht et al. 2007; Markesteijn

et al. 2011). We found that the negative effects of drought

on the performance of shade-tolerant species could be

ameliorated by shade but tended to remain rather constant
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along the whole irradiance gradient. In contrast, drought

effects on shade-intolerant species showed non-linear

responses to the light gradient, as described previously.

The difference between a linear and a humped-back shape

response between plant functional groups indicates that

very low light levels affect the physiological and mor-

phological adaptations to cope with drought more strongly

among species able to tolerate higher light and water stress.

There are several underlying mechanisms potentially

explaining this pattern. Drought-tolerant species typically

allocate a large fraction of their biomass to roots, which

cannot be accomplished under limiting light conditions,

and the same applies to osmotic adjustment involving

sugars to cope with dry soils which is hardly achieved with

limited carbon gain under low light (Aranda et al. 2005,

2007; Robson et al. 2009).

We also found that wet tropical plant species exhibited

the strongest negative drought effects with increasing light

(Fig. 3). Because plant species from tropical rainforests

grow mostly under conditions of high water availability

and low irradiance, they tend to have large leaf area ratio

and specific leaf area (Markesteijn and Poorter 2009),

which likely increase their vulnerability to the increased

temperature and water deficit found at higher irradiance.

Indeed, drought sensitivity can strongly determine species

distribution in tropical forests (Engelbrecht et al. 2007).

These results suggest that facilitation may be an important

yet overlooked mechanism in wet tropical ecosystems as

recently suggested by theoretical (Holmgren and Scheffer

2010) and quantitative analysis of restoration experiences

(Gómez-Aparicio 2009). In contrast, we found less varia-

tion of drought effects along the light gradient among

species from arid and semiarid ecosystems.

In cold temperate systems, the response to the combined

effects of drought and shade likely depends on a species leaf

habit. We found that, in general, winter deciduous species

showed large negative responses to drought independently

of the light level whereas drought effects on evergreen

species varied from almost neutral in shade to largely

negative at high light conditions (Figs. 4, 5). A plausible

explanation for this result would be that evergreen species

have thicker leaves and often also deeper root systems that

enhance tolerance to moderate drought, whereas deciduous

species follow a strategy of higher assimilation rates during

periods of favourable environmental conditions and a faster

leaf turnover to avoid environmental stress (Mooney and

Dunn 1970; Werner et al. 1999).

Reconciling physiological responses with ecological

models

Our findings are highly relevant to understand the complex,

interacting effects of water and light availabilities on plant

performance and plant–plant interactions in nature and

contribute to understand the discrepancies across concep-

tual models on the role of facilitative interactions in plant

communities (Bertness and Callaway 1994; Maestre et al.

2009; Holmgren and Scheffer 2010). The stress gradient

hypothesis (SGH) predicted the role of facilitative inter-

actions to increase with the harshness of abiotic conditions

(Bertness and Callaway 1994). We indeed found evidence

of amelioration of drought stress under moderate shade but

not under deep shade. Conceptual models had previously

suggested switches between facilitation and competition

along stress gradients. Holmgren et al. (1997) highlighted

that net facilitation could only be expected when the

positive effects outweigh the unavoidable negative effects

of a nurse canopy shade on the plants growing underneath.

Later on, Michalet et al. (2006) reasoned that, contrary to

what is expected by the Stress Gradient Hypothesis model,

facilitative interactions are probably insufficient to expand

the niche of stress-intolerant species under the most

stressful end of environmental conditions. Building on that,

Maestre et al. (2009) predicted that the facilitation effects

would not only depend on the life history of the interacting

species (stress tolerance vs. competitive ability of bene-

factor and beneficiary) but also on the type of stress factor

(resource vs. non-resource). They predicted (1) facilitation

to increase with stressfulness of conditions when the abi-

otic stress gradient is not driven by resource limitation (e.g.

temperature) or when the beneficiary (facilitated) species is

stress-tolerant; and (2) a humped-back shape model with

negative interactions overruling facilitation at both ends of

the stress gradient especially when the stress gradient is

driven by a resource like water. More recently, Holmgren

and Scheffer (2010) concluded that, while facilitation will

expand the range of conditions where an organism may

occur, the largest absolute effects on growth will always

occur under less stressful conditions. Our results indeed

show a humped-back shape response of the positive effect

of shade on drought amelioration at the plant level. Par-

ticularly for shade-intolerant species, the positive effects of

shade peak at intermediate values, with detrimental effects

at both ends of the light availability gradient. Stronger

drought effects on plant performance under very low irra-

diance are in agreement with the trade-off hypothesis

between shade and drought tolerance (Smith and Huston

1989).

Although the ecological literature on facilitative inter-

actions is dominated by examples from ecosystems where

abiotic stress is severe, we found that effects of shade on

drought amelioration are particularly strong in wet tropical

ecosystems. These results are in agreement with the models

suggesting that facilitation may prevail in much milder

environments than originally thought (Holmgren and

Scheffer 2010). By reconciling opposing views and
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findings, our study provides a mechanistic insight on when

and how positive plant–plant interactions become signifi-

cant along gradients of abiotic stress.

Future prospects: how can we expand our

understanding?

The current experimental evidence concentrates in rela-

tively few species and growth forms and has been obtained

primarily in drylands and cold temperate systems whereas

few studies have been conducted in both dry and wet

tropical ecosystems. Our knowledge is not only uneven

across ecosystems but it is also biased by protocols and

methodological practices. A major methodological diffi-

culty is the control of constant soil water conditions along

different irradiance levels which is particularly challenging

under field conditions. This difficulty has stressed the dif-

ferences in interpretation of the combined effects of shade

and drought on plant responses among greenhouse versus

field experimentalists. In general, greenhouse pot experi-

ments under very controlled conditions report on physio-

logical and morphological responses but often find no

effects on survival. Field experiments, in contrast, often

find demographic effects but lack a detailed description of

the physiological or morphological responses associated

with them. This is partly the result of the kind of questions

addressed by plant ecologists and physiologists. Although

both are interested in understanding the interactive effects

of irradiance and water on plant performance, ecologists

have emphasized population and community level ques-

tions regarding facilitation versus competition in plant–

plant interactions (Smith and Huston 1989; Holmgren et al.

1997; Gómez-Aparicio et al. 2004, 2005; Gómez-Aparicio

2009) whereas physiologists have mostly concentrated in

leaf and plant level mechanisms allowing individual plants

to cope with the abiotic environment (Valladares and

Pearcy 2002; Sack and Grubb 2002; Aranda et al. 2005;

Quero et al. 2006).

Our analysis, therefore, should be considered as a first

exploratory effort to synthesise our knowledge. In this

meta-analysis, we included only the studies in which plant

responses to interacting light and water levels had been

evaluated in an effort to control for experimental biases.

This strong condition unavoidably reduces the potential

sample size because the study of interacting effects of

multiple stresses has become more common only recently.

The relatively small sample size, combined with the vari-

ability of responses found among ecosystem and plant

functional types, certainly limited the explanatory power of

our general models (Table 1).

The limitations we encountered highlight some promis-

ing paths for future work. We think that experimental work

should assess the relationships between physiological,

growth and demographic responses, across many species

with contrasting functional types exposed to large gradients

of shade and drought. We need ambitious experimental

enterprises conducted under both field and greenhouse

conditions, instead of small experiments focusing on par-

ticular species or plant responses. This would allow com-

paring how different plant functional types respond to the

interactive effects of shade and drought within each type of

ecosystem and controlling for the methodological approa-

ched used.

Better attention to understanding the effects of drought

on dry and wet tropical ecosystems is particularly relevant

to advance ecological knowledge but also to predict the

potential consequences of climate change (Engelbrecht

et al. 2007; Markesteijn et al. 2011). Tropical systems were

very poorly represented in our study sample. Understand-

ing the effects of drought on wet tropical understories is

a priority for predicting the potential consequences of drier

future climate expected for most of the world’s rainforests

(Christensen et al. 2007), as well as for evaluating the

potential role of facilitation in these ecosystems (Holmgren

and Scheffer 2010).

The emerging humped-back shape response of drought

effects along the light gradient merits attention, since it

suggests that we may be able to reconcile the diversity of

patterns found through numerous particular cases.
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